
Awake STAT 
Boots up in a split second, ready to 
print whenever you are. 

Wipes Out Infection  
Disinfectant ready to withstand 
wipe downs.  

Stays at the Bedside not 
IT’s side 
Intuitive icons and a bigger display help 
you quickly resolve issues without IT.

Knows no Bounds
Wi-Fi™ dead zones? Gone with 802.11r 
fast roaming. 

Speedy Specimen Collection
Process patient data at blazing fast 
speeds with 802.11ac Wi-Fi™. 

Greater Staying Power 
33% higher battery capacity 
powers up full-shift productivity.

Turns on Continuous Uptime 
Battery analytics alert you in advance 
when a battery needs replacing.

An Upgrade that Won’t 
Upset Budgets
Change your printers without having 
to change your QLn accessories.

Protect and Serve
PrintSecure blocks unauthorized users 
and secures patient data. 

A Remedy for Complex 
Management
Remotely command and control your world 
of printers from your console. 

On-Demand Color for On-Point 
Identification
Immediately verify the correct specimen 
label with colored labels. 

Promote Good Printer Health 
with the Right Supplies
Get the right printer output every time 
with Zebra Certified Supplies.

The QLn Series Reinvents Itself as the ZQ600 Healthcare Mobile Printer Series New. All Over Again. 
The legend reborn revitalizes healthcare. See how at zebra.com/ZQ600HCseries

ZQ610 ZQ620

How can your mobile printers do more to improve patient safety? If they’re not 
made for today’s fast-paced demands, they can’t. And that could leave you prone 
to errors that can harm patients, budgets and timelines. Find out what improves 
patient safety at the point of care. 

Mobile Printing is 
Transforming Healthcare … Again

Measure Your Current Printers’ Efficiency and Efficacy
See if your needs have surpassed their capabilities.
Are your printers durable, but lacking in connectivity that’s enduring?
Are they so slow to wake up that they’re a wake-up call for change?
Do they surprise you with dead batteries and short-lived power?
Are they a backdoor for unwelcomed visitors to enter your network?

Focus on Patients instead of Technology
End the disruptions that pull you away from patients and introduce the risk of 
errors. The new ZQ600 Healthcare Series strengthens the accuracy, ease and 
durability of the legendary QLn Series with advanced features made to improve 
patient safety and quality time.  


